
The “Operating System” of Retail

We're excited to initiate you in Shopify, the leading commerce platform 
that helps merchants operate and sell products online and offline. This 
stock replaces Salesforce.com (CRM) in our Flagship portfolio.

Investment Thesis
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S H O P I F Y  ( S H O P )

We believe Shopify is the “operating system” of modern retail, and is positioned to capitalize 
tremendously on the recent step function increase in e-commerce penetration globally.

First, we think e-commerce penetration has jumped 10 years 
forward in 90 days’ time as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
This shift seems unlikely to reverse course, even as the country 
re-opens, due to an accelerated pace of brick & mortar store 
closures that will force even more commerce online. We think 
e-commerce industry sales can grow 20%+ per year.



This shift validates Shopify’s massive total addressable market 
(TAM). Shopify’s gross merchandise value (GMV), or total sales 
by Shopify merchants, had only ~2% market share in 2019. GMV 
should compound at 30%+ per year for the next 3-5+ years as its 
growing suite of tools and marketplace integrations serve as a 
tailwind to new customer growth and merchant success.

Next, we believe Shopify’s revenue can grow 35-40%+ per year for the next 3-5+ years. Shopify makes 
money from both subscription solutions (recurring software revenue) and merchant solutions (transaction 
based take rate), but the majority is merchant solutions (where we think the largest opportunity lies). The 
company is seeing growing adoption of new merchant solutions (like Shopify Fulfillment Network, Shopify 
Balance business accounts, and Shop Pay Installments), which are significantly expanding the opportunity 
per merchant. These services should also drive Shopify’s take rate of GMV higher over time.



Expanding partnerships and international investments are additional revenue opportunities. Shopify 
only began actively investing in international markets in 2018, and international is only ~30% of Shopify’s 
merchant base today (vs. ~75% of total global GMV), hence we see meaningful upside. Partnerships have 
also been an impressive business development at Shopify in recent months, and a validation of the 
dominance of its platform. From TikTok (helping over 1M merchants create and run video campaigns) to 
Alipay (enabling US merchants to accept payments from over 1B users in China), Shopify is helping 
merchants reach their customers in ways not available on any other platform.




Exited Position: CRM

What changed: Valuation expanded materially such that we now see a better risk/reward in Shopify. 

Salesforce.com (CRM) is the global leader in cloud-based software for customer relationship 
management. The company delivers its services via internet browsers and on mobile devices, and they're 
highly integrated with other frequently-used enterprise applications.



Original thesis: "Salesforce.com is the undisputed leader in cloud-based CRM software, with 20% market 
share in a massive and growing market. The AI-based CRM market should expand to over $1 trillion by 
2021, and the company will take share in that market. The company has strong recurring free cash flow 
from its sticky, high-margin subscription revenue model... should see margins and cash flow improve."



The business remains incredibly strong, but CRM’s forward enterprise value to sales (EV/sales) ratio rose 
from ~6x at our initiation in Feb 2018 and at the mid-March COVID lows (in line with its historical average) 
to ~10x recently. This is the most expensive valuation for CRM in decades and one we’re not as excited to 
pay, especially with small/mid cap software valuations having risen materially (adding incremental risk to 
CRM’s acquisition-driven growth algorithm).



Our action: We exited our position in mid-November up +124% (+34% annualized return) since we 
initiated the investment for Titan clients in February 2018. We’re very pleased with this outcome and 
would consider re-initiating the position if the risk/reward becomes very attractive again in the future.

Strong unit economics and increasing scale should support 30%+ operating margins over time. 
SHOP’s customer acquisition cost (CAC) is significantly lower than that of SMB-focused peers due to its 
customer acquisition funnel (word-of-mouth and digital advertising vs. large direct salesforce). And while 
its lifetime value (LTV) of customers is average (due to higher churn associated with SMB merchants that 
often go out of business), over time its LTV/CAC should improve as the company moves up-market with 
Shopify Plus and ramps newer merchant solution products (better retention and gross margin).



The biggest risk with owning SHOP today is admittedly valuation. The stock is trading at ~28x forward 
EV/sales vs. peers’ averaging closer to 20x. While this is arguably justified by the faster growth rates  
SHOP exhibits and its best-in-class acquisition model, we expect valuation to be a sticking point for many 
investors (as it has been for many years). Ironically, we believe this is part of the opportunity. Given the 
lack of viable competitors and the massive market opportunity, we believe SHOP is well-positioned to 
continue beating and raising sales estimates, growing into its valuation over time.



In summary, we believe SHOP could be the next Amazon or Netflix: a rapidly-growing, founder-led 
company in a massive and growing market, but which is perennially undervalued by investors due to 
concerns about near-term valuation; concerns which underestimate the longevity of SHOP’s top-line 
growth algorithm and the pull-forward impact of COVID-19 on e-commerce penetration more broadly. 

If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to email us at research@titanvest.com.



Titan Research Team





This presentation is provided to you on a confidential basis and is intended solely for the use of the person to whom it is provided.  It may not be modified, 
reproduced or redistributed in whole or in part without the prior written consent of Titan. See full disclaimers that follow. 



Titan Invest (“Titan”) is an SEC registered investment adviser. Brokerage services are provided to Titan Clients by Apex Clearing Corporation, an SEC registered 
broker-dealer and member FINRA/SIPC. Clients are encouraged to compare the account statements received from the qualified custodian to the reports provided by 
Titan Invest. Market data by IEX.  Titan’s investment advisory services are available only to residents of the United States in jurisdictions where Titan is registered.



The information contained herein is not, and should not be construed as, an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities.  In addition, nothing 
contained herein is intended to be, nor shall it be construed as, investment advice, nor is it to be relied upon in making any investment or other decision.  



The statements, opinions and analyses presented herein generally are provided as general information.  Opinions, estimates and probabilities expressed herein 
constitute the judgment of the author as of the date indicated and are subject to change without notice.  While all the information prepared in this presentation is 
believed to be accurate, Titan Invest (“Titan”) makes no express guarantee as to the completeness or accuracy of, nor can it accept any responsibility for errors 
appearing in, the presentation.  Other events which were not taken into account may occur, and any projections, outlooks or assumptions should not be construed to 
be indicative of the actual events which will occur.



While Titan is a federally registered investment adviser, Titan’s research is not part of the personalized, proprietary algorithmic based investment advice provided by 
Titan to its advisory clients.  Rather, Titan’s research constitutes educational and informational materials meant to better inform market participants, including, 
without limitation, current and potential advisory clients of Titan.  Prospective clients must refer to Titan Invest’s Program Brochure and Advisory Agreement for 
more information.  Prior to making any investment decision, you are advised to consult with your broker, investment adviser, or other appropriate tax or financial 
professional to determine the suitability of any investment.  Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the 
future performance of any specific investment or investment strategy discussed herein will be profitable or equal any historical performance level(s).  Past 
performance is no guarantee of future results. Any historical returns, expected returns, or probability projections, are hypothetical in nature and may not reflect 
actual future performance.  Comparable companies, strategies, portfolios and indices may be included herein only as a context reflecting general market results 
during the depicted period or as of the specified date.  The comparison of any company, strategy, portfolio or index to a single other company, strategy, portfolio or 
index may be inappropriate because the relevant assets, strategies and level of risk may vary materially from the comparable company, strategy, portfolio or index as 
a whole. 



As of this writing, SHOP was a portfolio holding of Titan Invest.  This security may cease to be a portfolio holding at some point in the future.  Titan uses a 
proprietary algorithmic strategy in selecting recommendations to advisory clients. Issuers and/or securities discussed herein may be, and often are, held by clients 
of Titan in their investment portfolios.  Any single security or issuer identified herein will not represent all of the securities purchased, sold or recommended for 
advisory clients of Titan.  



This presentation contains certain “forward-looking statements,” which may be identified by the use of such words as “believe,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “should,” 
“planned,” “estimated,” “potential” and other similar terms.  Examples of forward-looking statements include, without limitation, estimates with respect to financial 
condition, market developments, and the success or lack of success of particular investments (and may include such words as “crash” or “collapse”).  All are subject 
to various factors, including, without limitation, general and local economic conditions, changing levels of competition within certain industries and markets, 
changes in interest rates, changes in legislation or regulation, and other economic, competitive, governmental, regulatory and technological factors that could 
cause actual results to differ materially from projected results.



Neither Titan, any of its affiliates, nor each of their respective officers, directors, members, agents, representatives, employees, or contractors (collectively, “Titan 
Parties”), shall be responsible or have any liability for investment decisions based upon, or the results obtained from, the information provided here.   You assume all 
risks of loss resulting, directly or indirectly, from the use of the information contained in this presentation.  By accepting receipt of this presentation you 
acknowledge and agree to hold harmless the Titan Parties from any and all claims, actions, damages, losses, liabilities, costs and expenses of any kind whatsoever, 
including but not limited to any claims of negligence, arising out of, resulting from, by reason of, or in connection with the use of the information contained in this 
presentation.  Securities laws impose liabilities under certain circumstances on persons who act in good faith, and therefore no portion of the above shall constitute 
a waiver or limitation of any rights you may have under any federal or state securities laws.



Please see our website and Brochure for further information.
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